
Elite PhotoArt Expands into Elevated Photography 

Elite PhotoArt of Springfield, Missouri expands their business to include Elevated Photography.
The business segment is "Elevation, Elevated Photography by Elite PhotoArt.

Springfield, MO (PRWeb) April 10, 2008 -- Elite PhotoArt is pleased to announce a unique approach to
photography by offering Elevated Photography for architectural, industrial and real estate needs. Their elevated
photography business features a van with a mast that is capable of hoisting a still camera or video camera up to 60
feet in the air and is remotely controlled via mechanical and computer controls to capture unique vantage points
for their clients. Elite PhotoArt will also use the elevated photography vehicle to capture new and exciting views
for their Fine Art business as well. Elite PhotoArt is an established business based in Springfield, MO and travels
the globe capturing images through photography and turning their work into Fine Art Prints for customers in the
Hospitality and Healthcare industries as well as businesses and homes. 
 
 "We are excited about beginning our work with clients in and around the Springfield, MO area offering elevated
photography as an additional service. We believe we can offer something unique to our customers by combining
professional quality with state of the art techniques in Digital Photography along with a vantage point that cannot
be matched by typical processes," states William Roberts, co-owner of Elite PhotoArt.
 
 Currently Elite PhotoArt offers hundreds of high quality images ranging from landscapes to abstract flora as well
as watercolor and pen and pencil techniques, through digital methods, to enhance their photography; see 
www.elitephotoart.com. Many prints are offered as Limited Edition and a few images as 1 of 1 Original Artwork
to their clients. They also promote commissioned artwork for that person or business that is looking for something
unique and personal. Elite PhotoArt offers exclusivity to their clients through volume or pricing based on need or
desire.
 
 Elite PhotoArt is excited to be able to offer such a unique and value added service as elevated photography. Look
for the white van with a telescoping mast extending from the top driving around the Springfield, MO capturing
unique images for their clients. The van will feature the name Elevation, Elevated Photography by Elite PhotoArt
on the sides to highlight what they do.
 
 Elite PhotoArt has been in business for over 20 years and was formally known as Elite Photography. Elite
PhotoArt obtained the assets for the Elevated Photography business from a company formerly known as
MAST-R-PIX, LLC®. To obtain additional information about Elevated Photography services, or to request
additional information, please visit http://www.elitephotoart-elevation.com or contact William Roberts at
417-569-3322. 
 
 William and Lisa Roberts are both photographers and contribute their work toward the Fine Art Photography and
Elevated Photography business. Their son, Matt Roberts, also contributes his time toward marketing and
promotional efforts.
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Contact Information
 William Roberts
 ELEVATION - Elevated Photography
 http://www.elitephotoart-elevation.com
 417-569-3322
 
 William Roberts
 Elite PhotoArt
 http://www.elitephotoart.com
 417-849-1935
 

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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